Qualcomm® Security Solutions

Qualcomm® SecureMSM™ technology, uniquely based in hardware and software, is the security foundation for billions of devices using Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ processors and Qualcomm® Gobi™ modems.

Enterprise & BYOD
Security solutions that help ensure that corporate networks can safely and securely connect with employee- and corporate-owned devices

Authentication
Developing authentication alternatives such as biometrics and important related standards like FIDO. (Fast IDentity Online)

SecureMSM Technology

Premium video protection, so users can enjoy the latest, higher resolution content from movie studios

Qualcomm® SnapDragon StudioAccess™
Enables users to remotely lock their mobile device if it’s lost or stolen, and then unlock it if it’s found

Qualcomm® SafeSwitch™ Technology

A safe haven for sensitive data
Created by a solution within your device
That runs separate from everything else
For more secure, safe and direct communication

Evolving mobile security

Today, security is vital across more platforms than ever before. To make sure every access point is safe, we enable and support seamless security that goes beyond phones, tablets and laptops to help secure embedded devices in homes, applications running in cars, wearables, and every place that safe communication is needed.

Find out more about Qualcomm Technologies’ multidimensional security solutions at Snapdragon.com/security
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